
POPULAR MUSIC

ART GARFUNKEL
Up 'TII Now
COLUMBIA 47113 (42 min)
A sort -of career retrospective by folk -
rock's eternal choirboy, and on its own
wimpy terms quite enjoyable. Best mo-
ment: The Breakup, in which Garfunkel
and Paul Simon crack themselves up con-
templating just that. Biggest surprise: a
remake of Since I Don't Have You that
kicks Guns N' Roses' butt. S.S.

SAM KINISON
Live from Hell
PRIORITY 53863 154 min)
Final thoughts from the quintessential
Eighties comedian (translation: a reaction -

soaring over a crater overflowing with bubbly
hot stuff. And the blues are everywhere, weav-
ing in and out of the proceedings with various
degrees of subtlety. Except for McCoy Tyner's
Blues on the Corner. all the compositions are
by Palmer. a man clearly as devoted to brood-
ing, percolating blues as he is to the Hammond
B-3 organ. Abercrombie and Blythe proved
they could work well together in Jack DeJoh-
nette's Special Edition, but Palmer's plush
sound appears to be an even better foil for
them. Rarely does one hear such a perfect
combination. This release definitely calls for
more. CA.

REGINALD R. ROBINSON
The Strongman

DELMARK 6622167 mint
Performance: Elegant
Recording: Excellent

MNIke most teenagers. Chicagoan Reginald R.
Robinson loved music. But while the other

neighborhood kids were hipping and hopping
to rap, he turned to something completely

ary loudmouth). Funny in spots, but frank-
ly the guy wasn't fit to wipe Bobcat Goldth-
waite's leather jacket. S.S.

PUTUMAYO PRESENTS
THE BEST OF FOLK MUSICS
CONTEMPORARY FOLK
PUTUMAYO WORLD MUSIC/RHINO
71448(55 min)
A very nice sampler featuring more -or -less
acoustic acts, from old-timers like Joan
Baez to youngsters like Indigo Girls and
Mary Black. Fave rave: B.B. King Was
Wrong, a witty anti -blues by Jersey folkie
John Gorka. S.S.

SIXTY MINUTE MEN-THE BEST OF
BILLY WARD AND NIS DOMINOES
RHINO 71509(55 min)
Billy Ward and the Dominoes had three
great lead singers (the other two were
Clyde McPhatter and Jackie Wilson).
which sort of makes them the Yardbirds of

different. At thirteen. he not only developed a
fascination for ragtime-he decided to
Seven years later, that is something young Mr.
Robinson does very well. And while it is quite
extraordinary. in this electronic age. to find a
young African -American performing turn -of -
the -century music. it is even more amazing to
learn that he also composes it.

Robinson's debut album, "The Strongman,"
is a delightful set of solos echoing music that is
rarely heard today except in historic contexts.
He starts with a lithe reading of Scott Joplin's
Maple Leaf Rag and continues with twenty-
one of his own compositions in the ragtime
idiom. I don't know how much of a future one
can have as a ragtime player/composer today.
but I suspect that Robinson is capable of
broadening his scope to include other facets of
jazz. He certainly has the skill and musician-
ship to move into the next century. C.A.

ART TAYLOR
Wailin' at the Vanguard

VERVE 677 (62 min)
Performance: Perfection
Recording: Fine remote

Lie is one of the finest drummers to come
along since bop hit 52nd Street, and the

list of his past musical associates includes
Coleman Hawkins. Bud Powell. Charlie
Parker. Miles Davis. and John Coltrane. To-
day. Art Taylor continues to demonstrate what
a fine musician he is. His new "Wailin' at the
Vanguard" is no throwaway session, but rath-
er a thoroughly musical, well -thought-out live
set by a highly disciplined group of relatively
unknown players. With two saxophones. pi-
ano. bass, and drums, it easily obtains an out -
of -the -ordinary sound. but it is the attention to

Fifties R&B. This overdue greatest -hits
collection also proves that Nick Tosches
was right when he called them "the most
brilliant and the classiest of the rock-and-
roll vocal groups." Terrific stuff, surpris-
ingly well recorded. S.S.

JIMMY WIRD
Suspending Disbelief
ELEKTRA 61506(51 min)
Remember By the Time I Get to Phoenix
and the other groundbreaking hits Jimmy
Webb wrote in the late Sixties? Then do
yourself a favor and avoid this collection of
overwrought MOR, including Elvis & Me.
the touching yet pathetic story of a meeting
between the songwriter and the King, who
Webb believes he could have saved "for
sure." Right, Jimmy-and how about
Miles Davis? Janis Joplin? Jimi Hendrix?
Amelia Earhart? . . . A.N.

YELLOW PILLS VOLUME 1
BIG DEAL/CAROLINE 9003170 min)
Twenty-one tracks from power -pop heav-
en, courtesy of the magazine of the same
name: a great new Dwight Twilley tune, a
quiet stunner by the Cowsills (that's right.
the Cowsills), and glorious recent efforts by
Tommy Keene, Shoes, the Rubinoos. 20/
20. Adam Schmitt, and New York legend
Mark Johnson, among other worthies. Ver-
dict: to die for. S.S.

details that really distinguishes Arthur Tay-
lor's Wailers If they
keep this up, they will be an all-star quintet
before we know it. C.A.

MIL TORSO
The Great American Songbook

MARC JAZZ 83328 (64 min)
Performance: Compelling

Recording: Fine remote
Michael's Pub is not one of New York's
friendliest niteries, but when Mel Torme

appears there the club's bad vibes seem to be
put on hold. Torme has a marvelous way with a
song, but he also handles an audience better
than any other singer I can think of. and it's no
accident that most of his recordings are live
performances. The latest of these is "The
Great American Songbook." recorded with a
big band at Michael's Pub in late 1992.

Tormd's velvety voice is as compelling as
ever, and his timing as perfect: he has the
swing and improvisational skill of a fine jazz
instrumentalist, and his love for the material
he sings is made abundantly clear with every
phrase. It is difficult to believe that this man
made his debut as a big -band singer over fifty
years ago when he joined Chico Marx's or-
chestra. Even more remarkable is the fact that
he continues to improve with age. Because his
taste in songs is impeccable, and the compos-
ers who intrigue him are most often American.
one might argue that every Mel Torme set is a
great American songbook. So what's different
about this set? Happily, nothing-it's Torme
at his best, scatting ferociously and singing
tenderly to excellent accompaniments by pia-
nist John Colianni and a well-oiled ensemble of
brass and reeds. C.A.
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